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**Obamacare Data Warehouse is Perpetual Central Repository**

A privacy assessment has been conducted on the data warehouse that stores private data on enrollees and others using the Obamacare exchanges. The database, called the Multidimensional Insurance Data Analytics System, or MIDAS, is operated by a government contractor with a $110 million dollar seven-year contract.

The government calls it a "perpetual central repository" that includes addresses, birth dates, employment status, financial accounts, names, social security numbers, passport numbers and phone numbers. The administration reports to the investigating agency that the data is kept indefinitely and they have no timeframe for deleting it. They also say the original purpose of the database has expanded.


“CACI’s more than 50 contracts in the health IT sector include…” - “20 Health IT Leaders to Watch,” Ross Wilkers, GovConExec, September 19, 2012
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